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Grigori Voiler 1 
Duration 17:41 
 
00 00 (Background conversation)00 08 
 
00 08 My name is Grigori Alexandrovich, last name’s Voiler. I was born in town 

Kamenets-Podolsk in 1926. True, I spend most of my childhood living in a 
district centre near Kamenets-Podolsk.00 33 

 
00 33 It was a district centre called Balin. My father was a chief physician at the 

district hospital. That’s where I spent my childhood. Afterwards… before… in 
’33…in 1933 we moved to Kamenets-Podolsk. 00 55 

 
00 55 We lived at 66 Moskovskaya Street. I went to school #5, a Russian school. 

The school was situated opposite the Botanic Garden – I remember very well 
– till the war began on June 22, 1941. 01 24 

 
01 24 As our town was situated on the corner between 2 boarders, 2 countries’ 

borders, Poland and Romania, right away, at 4 am there was an air raid on 
us. There was a cavalry regiment and artillery warehouses opposite our 
house.01 46 

 
01 46 Those warehouses were the target of the bombardment. Obviously, those 

were the first…we felt… it was a Sunday noon… Only at noon we heard that 
the war began. 02 10 

 
02 10 By the evening of that day… we were just boys…we saw German Nazi 

squadron flying over the town…the town had the old section and the new one. 
We lived in the new section. 02 34 

 
02 34 They flew over the Old Town. I saw… when I saw 10 planes flying, bombs 

started falling from the last one. I saw the objects. And explosions started 
setting off. 02 53 

 
02 53 It didn’t make itself felt…because in border towns neither enemies’ nor our 

aviation didn’t take the air because of the terms… the law ruling in border 
towns for planes not to take air. 03 16 

 
13 16 And so it was the first time I saw them. After that, when people started 

running away from the Old Town telling us about casualties – those wounded 
and killed by the bombs – one bomb fell into our relatives’ yard killing them 
and destroying the house… 03 40 

 
03 40 That was my first horrible experience I will always remember. Literally 5 days 

later we ran away from the town because the German Nazi troops had 
crossed the border in Peremyshl area and started surrounding the south-west 
sector opposite Romania. 04 12 

 
04 12 And luckily we managed to run away… it was on June 31. And almost… the 

year ’41 – 2 months: June and July, we walked, sometimes on horse carts or 
just walking…we spent on the road to the city of Kharkov. 04 39 
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04 39 In Kharkov my mother and I – my father had already been drafted, he served 

as a doctor in the army – my mother and I reached Kharkov. In Kharkov my 
mother was called to the registration and enlistment office. She was 
dispatched to a field evacuation hospital. 05 14 

 
05 14 I was at that hospital helping the wounded patients who were arriving… I 

worked there. I was young – 15 at that time and 16 the next year, in 1942. I 
was kind of attached to the hospital. 05 50 

 
05 50 Afterwards I volunteered to join a military medical train. At first I joined #92 

military medical train. I ended up joining #43 military medical  train. I was a 
medical attendant. 06 19 

 
06 19 Each medical attendant served for one train car, 60 patients per train car. At 

such a young age I had to carry wounded soldiers, especially those arriving 
from medical battalions. 06 47 

 
06 47 Wounded soldiers were admitted…and so I carried and took care of them on 

the road to the country’s home front areas. When the patients were 
unloaded… we went as far as Novosibirsk… 07 10 

 
07 10 …once we went as far as Irkutsk… there were such moments…afterwards all 

the mattresses had to be disinfected, 60 mattresses. I had to carry by myself 
10 or so mattresses to a disinfection chamber at railway stations where we 
stopped. 07 38 

 
07 38 I carried them walking over the rails, freight trains blocking my way, etc. It 

was very difficult. When on our way, my responsibilities included medical care 
and feeding.07 54 

 
07 54 I used to carry meals from a far train car where the kitchen was to my own 

train car. And so I was with the military medical train  early in  ’43. When we 
arrived, in late June, early July, at Orel-Kursk Bulge...08 29 

 
08 29 … the train commander might be ordered…several medical attendants… we 

were sent to the medical battalion to provide help, as there were lots of 
wounded soldiers. It was during the Orel and Kursk Battle. 08 56 

 
08 56 We carried the wounded soldiers that were arriving right from the battlefield. 

I have archive information I received from the Central Archive, Ministry of 
Defense. It cites my name, saying that I participated in particular battles at 
that section of the front. 09 22 

 
09 22   After the Orel-Kursk Bulge Battle, we loaded the wounded soldiers on the 

train and were off to Irkutsk area. After unloading the wounded soldiers from 
the train we were ordered to go from Irkutsk to Manchuria border… China. 09 
51 

 
09 51 … via Mongolia… it was Manchuria. We picked up… right from the border… 

distrophic people… they were… there were problems with food at the 
time…because it wasn’t the front line… just a position…10 13 
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10 13 And so we took them back to the hospital in Irkutsk. Afterwards when the 

medical train was on the way to the West I took the initiative, I volunteered 
to enlist and serve in a military unit. 10 46 

 
10 46 After that… with difficulty… the first time was unsuccessful… then the second 

time…I had to persuade… with the help of the train commander…I enlisted… I 
was taken as a rifleman with 28th rifle regiment. 11 09 

 
11 09 12… 1200… 200th Brigade. We were formed and trained for 2 months. It was 

a military training in Alkino camp, Ural Military District. Those were the camps 
where… very… we were in dugouts…11 37 

 
11 37 The conditions were pretty tough. It was December and January. After that 

our company… the guys were tall…they became strong in those barracks. The 
order was to teach us demolition/blasting skills. 12 05 

 
12 05 To save… during the high water period…bridges in Bashkiria… near Ufa, the 

river Belaya, and so on…its tributaries, etc…we completed the task…we were 
at those sections of the front line… 12 32 

 
12 32 We successfully fulfilled the task and returned. After that the rifle regiment 

was sent to join our troops in late ’43. Rather it was early 1944. And I’m 
sorry it was a mistake. 13 09 

 
13 09 And… on the central sector of the Western Front…our military unit fought our 

way forward…I was a rifleman… I participated in… all of us were young…we 
were kept, a little, in the second echelon. 13 41 

 
13 41 After that… when we… a commission came to select men who were more or 

less well trained, those with 9 or 10 grade schooling, to be sent to a radio 
operators training program. 14 06 

 
14 06 And so I was assigned to 5th program course for radio telegraph operators. I 

was trained to be sent deep into the enemy rear. We were trained in a village 
near Rostov-on-Don. 14 38 

 
14 38 I forgot the name… Morozovskaya village… Morozovskaya. And we mastered… 

beside learning the dot-and-dash… we had in-class instruction for 12 to 14 
hours a day. As I recall we learned fast, it took us 2 months to master…15 03 

 
15 03 Radio stations were outdated heavy valve sets. One field radio station was to 

be handled by 2 men: one man was to carry the receiver/transmitter while 
the other one carried a set of charging batteries. 15 28 

 
15 28 And so we were to go 2 soldiers together… tied up. That was a battalion’s 

radio station. As I recall there was a 13AM radio station. And so we mastered 
handling those radio stations.   15 46 

 
15 46 After passing the exams we were sent back to the front line [inaudible].We 

were sent to a communications regiment in the central section of the West 
Front, town Borisov, Belarus. 16 09 
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16 09 I was in the radio operators company. And we always participated in any 

operation according to our assignments. 16 19 
 
16 19 Interestingly, the enemy equipped with radars were able to identify the 

location of our radio station right when we were on the air. They knew that 
there was supposed to be an HQ and the command around. They would 
quickly open artillery fire targeting the spot. 16 45 

 
16 45 So… it made our lives hard… those artillery raids…all the time participated… 

well not exactly participated…would get under fire. 17 00 
 
17 00 I was lucky. Many of the guys were killed. I was lucky to survive. I thanked 

my lucky stars for surviving. 17 12 
 
17 12 Afterwards, when we reached the Polish border, recruiters from officer 

training college came to select radio operators, especially… in order to put 
them to training to get…17 41   

    
17 41 End of file 
     
 
Grigori Voiler 2 
Duration 4:20 
 
00 00  … an approximately 300 m high tower…about 300 m high…and large antenna 

fields…each antenna was this thick (shows), each cable was about 40 to 50 
mm thick. 00 25 

 
00 25 The service there… and for the first time… I was given an opportunity… when 

we finished the construction…to send the first signal, the letter «Ж»… to 
transmit dot-and-dash…00 44 

 
00 44 … to reach anyone who could hear us within the range…very low frequency 

waves…to communicate with submarines under water. 00 54 
 
00 54 Afterwards I was included in a committee…I went on missions diving in a 

submarine to determine the depth a signal can reach when a submarine dives. 
01 07 

 
01 07 At that time, the depth wasn’t too big: 17 m. After that the signal would 

subside. And that part of the service… from Khabarovsk…it was very 
interesting. 01 25 

 
01 25 We didn’t only carry out… for instance…The North Pole mission of 

Komsomolets submarine…they took the azimuth from our signal. They were 
able to receive, under the ice, obviously they used to lift the antenna… 01 50 

 
01 50 …they got the information and knew how they were moving to the North Pole 

area or wherever. And other things… especially because the radio station 
was… it was meant for the Pacific Ocean… 02 10 
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02 10 … partially the sea of Japan… the see of Chine…the eastern sector…afterwards 
they started the construction… after that station they started the construction 
in the western sector…02 28 

 
02 28 …in the Belarusian area, later in the south…and in the area of the city of 

Arkhangelsk… where there is another radio station. 02 39 
 
02 39 So the entire global naval theatre was covered with those very low frequency 

waves to give the submarines a chance to run. And nowadays those nuclear 
ships use those means of communication. 03 00 

 
03 00 In 1976 I retired due to old age. That was the end…I was welcome… I was 

offered a job at the Military Training Department with Moscow Electronic 
Engineering Institute. 03 21 

 
03 21 And so I was in business of teaching the youth. I lectured every year… every 

year we were invited to give speeches at schools sharing our experience, 
telling about the actions during the war… 03 42 

 
03 42 That was my short story. Thank you for your kind attention. And this is how 

my wife and I ended up in Canada, a beautiful country. For instance, 
yesterday I got an email…10 best cities in the world…04 09 

 
04 09 … and Vancouver turned out to be the first best city in the world. Thank you 

for your kind attention. (Thank you so much. Just a second).     
End of interview 
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